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If you ally compulsion such a referred Rough Guide Italy books that will have the funds for you worth, get the totally best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are
along with launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections Rough Guide Italy that we will certainly offer. It is not vis--vis the costs. Its
just about what you craving currently. This Rough Guide Italy, as one of the most functional sellers here will very be accompanied by the
best options to review.

Italy Rough Guides
World-renowned 'tell it like it is' guidebook Discover Italy with this
comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is' Rough Guide, packed with
comprehensive practical information and our experts' honest and
independent recommendations. Whether you plan to check out aperitivo
joints, take a boat cruise, wander through ancient ruins or explore local
neighbourhoods, The Rough Guide to Italy will help you discover the best
places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. Features of The
Rough Guide to Italy: - Detailed regional coverage: provides in-depth
practical information for each step of all kinds of trip, from intrepid off-the-
beaten-track adventures, to chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas.
Regions covered include: Rome and Lazio, Piemonte and Valle d'Aosta,
Liguria, Lobardy and the Lakes, Trentino-Alto Adige, Venice & the
Veneto, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany, Umbria, Le
Marche, Abruzzo and Molise, Campania, Puglia, Basilicata and Calabria,
Sicily and Sardinia. - Honest independent reviews: written with Rough
Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, and
recommendations you can truly trust, our writers will help you get the most
from your trip to Italy. - Meticulous mapping: always full-colour, with
clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around Rome,
Sardinia and many more locations without needing to get online -
Fabulous full-colour photography: features a richness of inspirational
colour photography, including the grandeur of Tivoli's Villa d'Este and the
vibrancy of Bologna's markets - Things not to miss: Rough Guides'
rundown of Sicily, Venice, Puglia and Lombardy's best sights and top
experiences - Itineraries: carefully planned routes will help you organise
your trip, and inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences - Basics
section: packed with essential pre-departure information including getting

there, getting around, accommodation, food and drink, health, the media,
festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping and
more - Background information: comprehensive Contexts chapter provides
fascinating insights into Italy, with coverage of history, religion, ethnic
groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and
glossary - Covers: Rome and Lazio, Piemonte and Valle d'Aosta, Liguria,
Lobardy and the Lakes, Trentino-Alto Adige, Venice & the Veneto, Friuli-
Venezia Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany, Umbria, Le Marche, Abruzzo
and Molise, Campania, Puglia, Basilicata and Calabria, Sicily and Sardinia
About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over
35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally. Synonymous with
practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos,
the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+
destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Puglia (Rough Guides Snapshot Italy) Penguin
The best Rome has to offer - in your pocket. Pocket Rough
Guide Rome is your essential guide to Italy's capital, with all
the key sights, restaurants, shops, bars and places to stay, in
an easy-to-use format. Now available in PDF format. Whether
you have one day or a long weekend at your disposal, our
itineraries help you plan your trip, and the Best of section picks
out the highlights you won't want to miss - whether that means
wandering the spectacular Roman Forum, admiring the
panoramic city views from Janiculum Hill or browsing Monti's
chic boutiques. Divided by area for easy navigation, the Places
section is written in Rough Guide's trademark honest and
informative style, with listings of the must-see sights and our
pick of the places to eat, drink and dance, from tucked-away
trattorias to stylish aperitivo bars to kick off a night out. Make
the most of your time on EarthTM with the Pocket Rough
Guide Rome.
Penguin
The Rough Guide Snapshot to Piemonte & Valle d'Aosta is the
ultimate travel guide to this mountainous region of Italy. It guides
you through the area with reliable information and comprehensive

coverage of all the sights and attractions, from Turin's dazzling array
of museums to the Alpine valleys and peaks of the Gran Paradiso
National Park. Detailed maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint the best
cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and nightlife, ensuring you have
the best trip possible, whether passing through, staying for the
weekend or longer. Also included is the Basics section from the
Rough Guide to Italy, with all the practical information you need for
travelling around the country, including transport, food, drink, costs,
health, festivals and outdoor activities. Also published as part of the
Rough Guide to Italy. Now available in ePub format.
Sicily Rough Guides Snapshot Italy (includes Palermo,
Cefal�¹, the Aeolian Islands, Catania, Mount Etna,
Siracusa, Agrigento and the Egadi Islands) Penguin
The Rough Guide to Sicily Make the most of your time
on Earth with the ultimate travel guides. World-
renowned 'tell it like it is' travel guide. Discover Sicily
with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide,
packed with practical information and honest
recommendations by our independent experts. Whether
you plan to climb Mount Etna, relax on the golden sands
of Cefal� or explore the Valley of the Temples, the
Rough Guide to Sicily will help you discover the best
places to explore, eat, drink, shop and sleep along the
way. Features of this travel guide to Sicily: - Detailed
regional coverage: provides practical information for
every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures
to chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas - Honest
and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides'
trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, our
writers will help you make the most from your trip to
Sicily - Meticulous mapping: practical full-colour maps,
with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your
way around Palermo, Catania and many more locations
without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour
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photography: features inspirational colour photography,
including the magnificent cave-riddled canyon of Cava
Grande del Fiume Cassibile and the spectacular views of
the Madonie mountains - Time-saving itineraries:
carefully planned routes will help inspire and inform your
on-the-road experiences - Things not to miss: Rough
Guides' rundown of Ragusa Ibla, Sampieri, Linosa and
Monreale's best sights and top experiences - Travel tips
and info: packed with essential pre-departure information
including getting around, accommodation, food and drink,
health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities,
culture and etiquette, shopping and more - Background
information: comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides
fascinating insights into Sicily, with coverage of history,
religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books,
plus a handy language section and glossary - Covers:
Palermo; Cefal�; the Monit Madonie; the Aeolian
Islands; Messina; Taormina; the northeast; Catania; Etna;
SIracusa; Enna; Agrigento; the southwest; Trapani; the
west You may also be interested in: The Rough Guide to
Italy, The Rough Guide to Sardinia, The Rough Guide to
Rome About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been
inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30
million copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical
travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it
is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260
travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and
phrasebooks.
The Rough Guide Apa Publications (UK) Limited
The Rough Guide Snapshot to Puglia is the ultimate travel guide to this
beautiful, beguiling "heel" of Italy. It guides you through the region with
reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and
attractions, from exploring the gorgeous medieval hilltop town of Ostuni and
enjoying the sunniest, sandiest beaches this side of Rome, to admiring the
swirly Baroque architecture of stand-out town Lecce and feasting on the best
bread and pasta dishes in Italy. Detailed maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint
the top cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and nightlife, ensuring you have
the most memorable trip possible, whether passing through, staying for the
weekend or longer. Also included is the Basics section from The Rough Guide
to Italy, with all the practical information you need for travelling in and
around the country, including transport, food, drink, costs, health and
festivals. Also published as part of The Rough Guide to Italy. Full coverage:
Fóggia, Monfredonia, The Gargano promontory, The Trémiti Islands, Bari,
Castellana Grotte, Táranto, Bríndisi, Ostuni, Lecce, Salento, Otranto,
Galatina, Gallipolli (Equivalent printed page extent 76 pages). Now available
in ePub format.
Pocket Rough Guide Rome (Travel Guide eBook) Rough Guides UK

The Rough Guide Snapshot to Puglia is the ultimate travel guide to this
beautiful, beguiling "heel" of Italy. It leads you through the region with
reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and
attractions, from exploring the gorgeous medieval hilltop town of Ostuni
and enjoying the sunniest, sandiest beaches this side of Rome, to
admiring the swirly Baroque architecture of stand-out town Lecce and
feasting on the best bread and pasta dishes in Italy. Detailed maps and up-
to-date listings pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars
and nightlife, ensuring you make the most of your trip, whether passing
through, staying for the weekend or longer. The Rough Guide Snapshot
to Puglia covers Fóggia, Monfredonia, The Gargano promontory, The
Trémiti Islands, Bari, Castellana Grotte, Táranto, Bríndisi, Ostuni,
Lecce, Salento, Otranto, Galatina and Gallipolli. Also included is the
Basics section from the Rough Guide to Italy, with all the practical
information you need for travelling in and around Italy, including
transport, accommodation, food, drink, costs, health, sport and festivals.
Also published as part of the Rough Guide to Italy.
The Rough Guide to Venice & Veneto (Travel Guide eBook) Penguin
The Rough Guide to Florence & the Best of Tuscany is the essential
companion to discovering the romantic Italian city and its breath-taking
surrounds. The full-colour introduction highlights the renaissance
architecture that dominates the streets of Florence, as well as the
dramatic and varied scenery of the best pockets of Tuscany. There are
full accounts of all the major tourist sites, including Michelangelo’s
statue of David the charming Ponte Vecchio and Tuscany’s world-
renowned wine regions, as well as thorough explorations of those
hidden gems, from small hillside villages and Florence’s dynamic
drinking scene. There are special features on Florence as the capital of
Italy and Tuscan Food & Drink, not to mention countless
recommendations for Michelen-starred restaurants, humble pizzerias,
bars and cafés and hotels for every region and budget. The guide has all
the practical information you need to get there, travel around with ease
and ensure you don’t miss the unmissable. Make the most of your
time with The Rough Guide to Florence & the Best of Tuscany.
The Rough Guide to the Italian Lakes Rough Guides
These acclaimed travel guides feature a dramatic full-color section
at the front, design elements to make them easier to use, up-to-date
information on restaurants and accommodations, meticulously
detailed maps, transportation tips and discussions on geography,
natural wonders, landmarks, itineraries, cultural facts and other
valuable tips for travelers.
The Rough Guide to Italy Apa Publications (UK) Limited
The Rough Guide to Italy is the ultimate travel guide with clear maps
and detailed coverage of all the best Italian attractions. Discover the
vibrant Italian regions with the off-the-beaten track information every

visitor to Italy needs. Find up-to-date descriptions of the best hotels in
Italy, bars in Italy, restaurants in Italy and shops in Italy to cater for all
budgets. Whether you wish to visit the Colosseum in Rome, the thermal
spas of Tuscany, the stunning architecture in the heart of Milan or the
magnificent canals of Venice; this Rough Guide will ensure you make the
most of every moment in Italy. Featuring a comprehensive guide to Italys
gastronomic delights; enjoy the best authentic Italian food with regional
food guides on each chapter and a section devoted to Italian wines.
Packed with detailed, updated maps, youll find expert tips to help you
make the most of Italys varied landscape, fantastic hikes and city walks in
Italy combined with an authoritative background on Italys rich cultural
history, highlighting Italys spectacular festival culture. Make the most of
your holiday with The Rough Guide to Italy.
Pocket Rough Guide Rome Dorling Kindersley Ltd
Now in its twelfth edition, The Rough Guide to Italy is full of painstakingly
researched information and inspiration to help you enjoy every moment of
your Italian adventure. Whether you're after action or relaxation, Italy won't
disappoint - from touring Tuscan hill towns to wine-tasting your way around
Friuli-Venezia Giulia, lazing on the Amalfi Coast to shopping till you drop in
Milan, brushing up on Renaissance art in Florence to kitesurfing in Sardinia,
Rough Guides' expert tips and jaw-dropping photos give you everything you
need for the perfect stay in Italia. And although it's hard to go wrong with food
in Italy, we've got the lowdown on the most authentic rustic trattoria, Michelin-
starred restaurants and favourite aperitivi haunts, not to mention the best
places to learn how to cook like a local. Full-colour maps throughout - at
regional and city level - ensure you won't lose your way. There are also
suggested itineraries to help with planning, reliable reviews of the best places to
stay, from welcoming agriturismi to stylish city-centre hotels, plus in-depth
and engrossing sections on Italy's history, art and architecture and
groundbreaking film industry, and finally a handy language guide. Make the
most of your holiday with The Rough Guide to Italy.
The Rough Guide to Tuscany and Umbria Penguin
From the pre-Roman tribes, through the centuries of the Empire
and the Renaissance to the rise of fascism and the present-day
nation of Berlusconi, Ferrari and Gucci, "The Rough Guide
Chronicle: Italy" covers the history of the country concisely and
readably. Illustrated throughout.
The Rough Guide to Italy Penguin
A travel guide that covers various top attractions and scenic
journeys in the Italian Lakes. It provides accounts of the major
tourist sites that characterise the Italian Lakes from the baroque
gardens and hidden palaces on the ridges of green mountainside
split by Lake Maggiore to the palm-shaded promenades on the
western shores of Lake Garda.
The Rough Guide to Italy (Travel Guide eBook) Penguin
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The Rough Guide to the Italian Lakes is the most authoritative guide
to this exquisitely beautiful region. Clear maps and detailed
coverage of every site and attraction, from dramatic Lake Garda
and dreamy Lake Como to scenic journeys and unforgettable
hideaways on charming Lake Maggiore and lesser-known lakes
such as Orta, Iseo and Lugano. Discover the majestic beauty of
Verona, with its unforgettable open-air opera productions, as well
as the best shopping in Milan and the finest art in Bergamo and
Mantua (Mantova). Knowledgeable accounts of all the major
tourist sites and the hidden gems that characterise the Italian Lakes
bring the area's Baroque gardens and Renaissance palaces to life.
Rely on countless recommendations of the best restaurants, bars,
cafés, shops and hotels in the Italian Lakes for every budget and to
suit every taste. Follow epic walks and cycle ways, explore lakeside
villas, visit medieval villages - all with expert background on
everything from local wines to a handy Italian-language menu
reader. Relax, draw breath and lose yourself in the beauty of the
Italian Lakes, with sharp, intelligent writing from knowledgeable
and experienced authors, whether you're planning a day trip or a
leisurely holiday. Make the most of your time with The Rough
Guide to the Italian Lakes.
The Rough Guide to Sicily Apa Publications (UK) Limited
The Rough Guide Snapshot to Sicily is the ultimate travel guide to this unique
part of Italy. It guides you across the island, the largest in the Mediterranean,
with reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and
attractions, from Agrigento's Greek temples to an eerie climb up Mount Etna.
Detailed maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants,
hotels, shops, bars and nightlife, ensuring you have the best trip possible,
whether passing through, staying for the weekend or longer. Also included is
the Basics section from the Rough Guide to Italy, with all the practical
information you need for travelling around the country, including transport,
food, drink, costs, health, festivals and outdoor activities. Now available in
ePub format.
The Rough Guide to Italy(Ebook)(Ss) Penguin
The Rough Guide to the Italian Lakes is the most authoritative
guide to this exquisitely beautiful region with clear maps and
detailed coverage of the best sights and attractions, from dramatic
Lake Garda and dreamy Lake Como to scenic journeys and
unforgettable hideaways on charming Lake Maggiore and lesser-
known lakes such as Orta, Iseo and Lugano. The introduction will
help you choose where to go and what to see, inspired by dozens of
stunning photos. The Things Not To Miss section runs through all
the must-sees, while the Itineraries guide you around the region's
highlights. Navigation through the book and on the ground is

aided by clear color maps with every chapter. Each map is keyed
with all the accommodation, eating and drinking options, nightlife
venues and shops that are reviewed in detail in the Listings chapters.
You can discover the majestic beauty of Verona, with its
unforgettable open-air opera productions, as well as the best
shopping in Milan and the finest art in Bergamo and Mantua
(Mantova). Knowledgeable accounts of all the major tourist sites
and the hidden gems that characterize the Italian Lakes bring the
area's Baroque gardens and Renaissance palaces to life. Make the
most of your time with The Rough Guide to the Italian Lakes.
The Rough Guide to Europe On A Budget Rough Guides UK
The Rough Guide to Italy Make the most of your time on Earth with the
ultimate travel guides. World-renowned 'tell it like it is' travel guide,
now with free eBook. Discover Italy with this comprehensive and
entertaining travel guide, packed with practical information and honest
recommendations by our independent experts. Whether you plan to
visit the spectacular Amalfi Coast, explore Italy's most celebrated
collections of art, the Uffizi in Florence, or experience the Piazza San
Marco in Venice, one of Europe's grandest urban spaces, The Rough
Guide to Italy will help you discover the best places to explore, eat,
drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of this travel guide to Italy:
- Detailed regional coverage: provides practical information for every
kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures to chilled-out breaks
in popular tourist areas - Honest and independent reviews: written with
Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, our
writers will help you make the most from your trip to Italy - Meticulous
mapping: practical full-colour maps, with clearly numbered, colour-
coded keys. Find your way around Rome, the Lakes and many more
locations without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour
photography: features inspirational colour photography, including the
magnificent Pantheon in all its glory and the unforgettable Temple of
Hera in Salerno - Time-saving itineraries: carefully planned routes will
help inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences - Things not to
miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Matera, Lecce and Urbino's best sights
and top experiences - Travel tips and info: packed with essential pre-
departure information including getting around, accommodation, food
and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities,
culture and etiquette, shopping and more - Background information:
comprehensive 'Contexts' chapter provides fascinating insights into
Italy, with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment,
wildlife and books, plus a handy language section and glossary - The
ultimate travel tool: download the free eBook to access all this from your
phone or tablet - Covers: Rome and Lazio; Piemonte and Valle d'Aosta;
Liguria; Lombardy and the Lakes; Trentino-Alto Adige; Venice and the

Veneto; Friuli-Venezia Giulia; Emilia-Romagna; Tuscany; Umbria; Le
Marche; Abruzzo and Molise; Campania; Puglia; Basilicata and Calabria;
Sicily; Sardinia You may also be interested in: The Rough Guide to the
Italian Lakes, The Rough Guide to Rome, The Rough Guide to Venice
& the Veneto About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring
travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally.
Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy
'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel
guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Italy Penguin
World-renowned 'tell it like it is' guidebook Discover the Italian Lakes
with this comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is' Rough Guide,
packed with comprehensive practical information and our experts'
honest and independent recommendations. Whether you plan to
explore Lake Como's picturesque waterfront villages, go shopping in
fashion capital Milan, feast on Italian cuisine in Bergamo's fine
restaurants or discover the violin-making traditions of Cremona, The
Rough Guide to the Italian Lakes will help you discover the best places
to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. Features of The
Rough Guide to the Italian Lakes: - Detailed regional coverage: provides
in-depth practical information for each step of all kinds of trip, from
intrepid off-the-beaten-track adventures, to chilled-out breaks in
popular tourist areas. Regions covered include: Milan, Lake Orta, Lake
Maggiore, Lake Como, Bergamo, Lake Iseo, Brescia, Cremona, Lake
Garda, Verona, Mantua. - Honest independent reviews: written with
Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, and
recommendations you can truly trust, our writers will help you get the
most from your trip to the Italian Lakes. - Meticulous mapping: always
full-colour, with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way
around the cobbled streets of Bellagio, the pretty knot of lanes in
Sirmione's old town, and many more locations without needing to get
online. - Fabulous full-colour photography: features a richness of
inspirational colour photography, including beautiful, pink-tinted
Verona and the spectacular gardens of Isole Borromee. - Things not to
miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Milan's, Lake Orta's, Isola Madre's
and Varenna's best sights and top experiences. - Itineraries: carefully
planned routes will help you organise your trip, and inspire and inform
your on-the-road experiences. - Basics section: packed with essential
pre-departure information including getting there, getting around,
accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and
outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping and more. -
Background information: comprehensive Contexts chapter provides
fascinating insights into the Italian Lakes, with coverage of history,
religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a handy
language section and glossary. About Rough Guides: Rough Guides
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have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million
copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality
writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list
includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books
and phrasebooks.
The Rough Guide to Italy Rough Guides
The Rough Guide Snapshot to Puglia is the ultimate travel guide to this
beautiful, beguiling "heel" of Italy. It leads you through the region with reliable
information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and attractions,
from exploring the gorgeous medieval hilltop town of Ostuni and enjoying the
sunniest, sandiest beaches this side of Rome, to admiring the swirly Baroque
architecture of stand-out town Lecce and feasting on the best bread and pasta
dishes in Italy. Detailed maps and up-to-date listings pinpoint the best cafés,
restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and nightlife, ensuring you make the most of
your trip, whether passing through, staying for the weekend or longer. The
Rough Guide Snapshot to Puglia covers Fóggia, Monfredonia, The Gargano
promontory, The Trémiti Islands, Bari, Castellana Grotte, Táranto,
Bríndisi, Ostuni, Lecce, Salento, Otranto, Galatina and Gallipolli. Also
included is the Basics section from the Rough Guide to Italy, with all the
practical information you need for travelling in and around Italy, including
transport, accommodation, food, drink, costs, health, sport and festivals. Also
published as part of the Rough Guide to Italy. The Rough Guide Snapshot to
Puglia is equivalent to 76 printed pages.
The Rough Guide to the Italian Lakes Penguin
The Rough Guide Snapshot to the Italian Riveria is the ultimate travel guide to
this picturesque coastal region in the northwest of Italy. It guides you through
the area, with reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all the
sights and attractions, from pottering from village to village along the pretty
Cinque Terre coastline and delving into the moutains on the Genoa-Casella
train to chilling out at the classic, family resort of Finale Ligure and rolling the
dice at San Remo's world-famous casino. Detailed maps and up-to-date
listings pinpoint the best cafés, restaurants, hotels, shops, bars and nightlife,
ensuring you have the most memorable trip possible, whether passing
through, staying for the weekend or longer. Also included is the Basics section
from The Rough Guide to Italy, with all the practical information you need for
travelling in and around the country, including transport, food, drink, costs,
health and festivals. Also published as part of The Rough Guide to Italy. Full
coverage: Genoa, The Riviera di Ponente, Savona, Noli, Finale Ligure,
Albenga, The caves of Toirano, Alassio, Laigueglia and around, Imperia, San
Remo, The Valle Argentina, Ventimiglia and around, The Alta Via dei Monti
Liguri, The Riviera de Levante, Camogli, Portofino, San Fruttuoso, Santa
Margherita Ligure, Rapallo, Sestri Levante, The Cinque Terre, The Golfo dei
Poeti (Equivalent printed page extent 74 pages).Now available in ePub format.
Puglia Rough Guides Snapshot Italy (includes Bari, Brindisi, Lecce,
Taranto, Ostuni, Otranto and Salento) Penguin
This in-depth coverage of Sicily's local attractions, sights, and
restaurants takes you to the most rewarding spots - from Mount Etna to
cathedrals - and stunning color photography brings the land to life on

the pages. With a beautiful new cover, amazing tips and information, and
key facts, The Rough Guide to Sicily is the perfect travel companion. The
locally based Rough Guides author team introduces the best places to
stop and explore, and provides reliable insider tips on topics such as
driving the roads, taking walking tours, or visiting local cathedrals. You'll
find special coverage of history, art, architecture, and literature, and
detailed information on the best markets and shopping for each area in
this fascinating peninsula. The Rough Guide to Sicily also unearths the
best restaurants, nightlife, and places to stay, from backpacker hostels to
beachfront villas and boutique hotels, and color-coded maps feature
every sight and listing. Make the most of your time with The Rough
Guide to Sicily.
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